Background: In animal breeding, genetic variance for complex traits is often estimated using linear mixed models that incorporate information from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers using a realized genomic relationship matrix. In such models, individual genetic markers are weighted equally and genomic variation is treated as a "black box." This approach is useful for selecting animals with high genetic potential, but it does not generate or utilise knowledge of the biological mechanisms underlying trait variation. Here we propose a linear mixed-model approach that can evaluate the collective effects of sets of SNPs and thereby open the "black box." The described genomic feature best linear unbiased prediction (GFBLUP) model has two components that are defined by genomic features. Results: We analysed data on average daily gain, feed efficiency, and lean meat percentage from 3,085 Duroc boars, along with genotypes from a 60 K SNP chip. In addition information on known quantitative trait loci (QTL) from the animal QTL database was integrated in the GFBLUP as a genomic feature. Our results showed that the most significant QTL categories were indeed biologically meaningful. Additionally, for high heritability traits, prediction accuracy was improved by the incorporation of biological knowledge in prediction models. A simulation study using the real genotypes and simulated phenotypes demonstrated challenges regarding detection of causal variants in low to medium heritability traits.
Background
Standard genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP) models produce accurate predictions of genetic merit when applied in highly structured populations with many close relationships, as typically found in livestock species [1] . GBLUP models infer genetic relationships from genetic markers, which are used to construct a realized genomic relationship matrix [2] . In populations with a high degree of linkage disequilibrium, the determined genomic relationships may provide accurate information about the underlying causal genetic variation [3] . The genomic relationship matrix can be constructed in several different ways. Often the individual genetic markers contribute equally to the genomic relationships (perhaps weighted according to minor allele frequencies) [4] . As a result, genomic variation is generally treated as a "black box," ignoring any available information regarding functional features of the genome.
However, genome-wide association studies suggest that many genetic variants with independent effects are located in the same genes, and that many of these genes are connected via biological pathways [5] . Thus, extensions of the standard GBLUP modelling approach have been proposed to incorporate available information regarding causal marker distribution along the genome or biological mechanisms underlying trait variation [6] [7] [8] . Such approaches may increase prediction accuracy in populations with low levels of genetic relatedness, but not in populations with highly related individuals (e.g. inbred mice stocks [7] ). Further studies are required to determine the factors that influence prediction model accuracy in populations with close relationships, such as purebred pig populations [9] . Additionally, patterns in GBLUP-derived single-marker statistics (e.g. estimates of single-marker additive genetic effects) can reveal associations between a genomic feature and a complex trait [10] . These associations represent novel insights into the genetic mechanisms underlying a trait, and may be used to develop more accurate genomic feature BLUP (GFBLUP) models.
We present a GFBLUP modelling approach in the present paper. We investigated whether its use could increase prediction accuracy using real and simulated phenotypes from a purebred Danish Duroc pig population comprising highly related individuals [9] . The tested GFBLUP model is an extension of the linear mixed model used in standard GBLUP. The novel model includes an additional genetic effect that quantifies the collective action of sets of genetic markers on the trait phenotypes, which can include prior data regarding genomic features, e.g. genomic regions containing previously identified quantitative trait loci (QTL).
Information on known QTL regions is available in several publicly available databases, such as Animal QTLdb [11] . QTLs are genomic regions containing one or more putative causal variants, which may be associated with one or more complex traits in different study populations or breeds, potentially varying in effect size. These regions will also span several non-causal variants. Several properties of known QTLs can influence the predictive ability of the GFBLUP modelling approach and the power to detect which marker sets affect a trait. The first potentially influential factor is the proportion of the total genetic variance in a trait that is explained by known QTLs. The second is the number of non-causal variants included in the QTL regions. Third, the model's power can be impacted by the genetic architecture of QTLs, e.g. whether the causal variants are distributed randomly or clustered along the genome. Furthermore, the model may be affected by population and trait-specific factors, e.g. the total heritability of a trait and the number of observations available for analysis.
Here we applied our GFBLUP approach to analyse growth rate, feed efficiency, and lean meat percentage in pure-bred Danish Duroc boars (Sus scrofa) using genomic features defined by the QTL categories listed in the Pig QTLdb database [11] . To attain insight into the biological mechanisms causing trait variation, we identified genomic features that were enriched for associated SNPs. We further investigated the usefulness of this information in a population with highly related individuals by comparing the predictive ability of linear mixed model approaches that either utilised or ignored prior information regarding known QTL regions. Furthermore, we simulated phenotypes based on the observed genotypes of the Danish Duroc population, in order to understand the impact of the above-mentioned five QTL-, population-, or trait-specific factors on the predictive ability of GFBLUP modelling approaches in a population with strong family relationships.
The aims of this study included evaluating the GFBLUP modelling approach by identifying properties of the previously identified QTL regions that influence prediction accuracy. We also tested the GFBLUP using genomic and phenotypic data from the Danish Duroc population, and to thus provide novel insight into the genetic architecture and biological background of growth phenotypes in pigs. We hypothesized that partitioning genomic variation using GFBLUP would increase predictive ability in a population of highly related individuals, but that this increase would be partly dependent on the power to identify true causal QTLs or significant marker sets.
Results

The impact of factors-simulated data sets
The simulated data sets included variations of five factors that potentially affect power, with the aim of detecting marker sets that included causal variants and that affected predictive ability of the GFBLUP model. In all scenarios, the sum of t 2 (the squared value of the single-marker t-test statistic) of the markers in the genomic feature performed as well as or better than the other single-marker test statistics (Additional file 1). Therefore, the results presented below are based on this statistic.
Power to detect marker sets with causal variants
We investigated the effects of the five different QTL-, population-, or trait-specific factors in terms of the power to detect marker sets including causal variants. In all scenarios, the false positive rate was ≤0.05. Compared to the random causal model, the cluster causal model was more robust to dilution by non-causal SNPs in the marker set (Fig. 1) . In the absence of dilution, the two types of genetic models did not differ in power. Below, we present the results from the cluster causal model.
In all simulation scenarios, power was decreased by dilution of the effect of causal markers in a marker set by including non-causal markers in the set (Figs. 2, 3 . and 4). The proportion of the genomic variance explained by the causal variants included in the genomic feature (h 2 f ) greatly impacted the detection power (Figs. 2, 3 and 4) and robustness against dilution. At h 2 f = 0.1, no simulation scenario had an average power of >0.8, and there was almost no power to detect marker sets that included causal variants if N obs or h 2 was low, even without dilution. If the causal variant effect was diluted by including non-causal markers in the marker sets, the power was very low in all simulation scenarios (Figs. 2, 3 and 4) . At the highest h 2 f , the impact of dilution was much less severe. This increased robustness towards dilution resulted in power of >70 % in all cluster model scenarios with 3 K observations and a heritability of 0.3 (Fig. 3 , lower right panel).
We found that power was positively correlated with the number of observations (N obs ) (Fig. 2) . At h 2 f = 0.1, the power with a N obs of 3 K was 4-fold higher than that at 1 K. This difference in power decreased with increasing h 2 f . At h 2 f = 0.5, all scenarios with h 2 = 0.2 detected all sets that included causal variants, provided that there was no dilution (Fig. 2, lower right panel) .
Increasing the number of observations increased the robustness towards dilution, especially in simulations with high h 2 f . This increased robustness resulted in shallower slopes of the lines representing 2 K and 3 K observations in Fig. 2 (lower right panel) . Power was also positively correlated with h 2 (Fig. 3) . However, at high h 2 f and in the absence of dilution, all marker sets including causal variants were detected regardless of overall heritability. In simulations with high h 2 f , high heritability traits were less affected by dilution than low heritability traits (Fig. 3, lower half ) .
Partitioning of genomic variance by GFBLUP
In all simulation scenarios, the estimation of total genomic heritability was unbiased, as h 2 estimated by equation (M GF ) was equal to the h 2 used for simulation of the data. Furthermore, the estimation of the proportion of genomic variance that was attributed to the markers associated with the genomic feature (h 2 f ) was unbiased in scenarios with low dilution by non-causal variants in the genomic feature (Fig. 4) . Increased dilution led to increased variance of the estimated h f 2 . Additionally, in scenarios where the true h 2 f was >0.1, the estimated h f 2 was increasingly upward biased with greater dilution. 
Predictive ability of GFBLUP
We investigated the effects of dilution and h 2 f on predictive ability when h 2 was kept constant at 0.20. The design of the validation study was identical to the one used in the real data set. The maximum correlation between the phenotypic observations and the genomic values is the square root of the heritability-in this case h = 0.45. We found a correlation of 0.22 between the observation and the genomic values of the standard GBLUP. The GFBLUP had higher predictive abilities with a correlation of up to 0.30, as long as there was a high proportion of genomic variation caused by the causal markers in the marker set, with few noncausal markers included. Thus, the effects of h 2 f and dilution on predictive ability were similar to their effects on power (Fig. 5) . These findings highlight the importance of maximising the proportion of causal variants in G f . In contrast, predictive ability did not differ between the cluster and random causal variant models (results not shown).
Comparing genomic models using observed data
Comparing the different genomic model approaches based on their genomic heritability and their predictive ability in the real data set enabled us to evaluate how well the models fitted the data, as well as the utility of the GBLUP and GFBLUP models. Estimates of heritability, h 2 using equation (M a ) were 0.36, 0.19, and 0.12 for the lean meat percentage (LMP), feed efficiency (FE), and average daily gain (ADG), respectively. The heritability of the corrected phenotype (used as phenotype for the genomic models) that were explained by the animal effect, Comparing genomic heritability and partitioning of genetic variance among genomic models
Estimates of genomic heritability, h 2 in the training set using equation (M GF ) differed greatly between the genomic feature classes that did not include information from other sources than our data set, single-marker and block set models, and the QTL set models for all three traits (Fig. 6) . QTL set models explained proportions of variance that were similar to the standard GBLUP. However, the genomic heritabilities of the single-marker and Fig. 2 Graphs show the power to detect marker sets that include true causal variants within simulated phenotype data with h 2 = 0.2, as a function of dilution through inclusion of non-causal markers in the genomic feature marker set. All panels show the effect of varying sample size from 1,000 to 3,000 animals. The four panels each correspond to a different fraction of the genetic variance being explained by the causal markers in the genomic feature (increasing from 0.1 to 0.5). The causal markers were distributed randomly along the genome block set models were much higher than both the QTL set and the standard GBLUP for all three traits. When there were more than a few hundred SNPs in a genomic feature, almost all of the genomic variance was captured by the genomic feature (Fig. 6 ). This resulted in the genomic variance of the feature set h f 2 in all models and traits, except for the QTL set models for LMP. The single-marker set models were most extreme, with only the two lowest p value cut-off models showing h f 2 < h 2 . For QTL set models for LMP, h f 2 increased at a lower rate and then decreased again along with an increasing number of markers in the genomic feature.
Comparing predictive ability between genomic models
The last column of Fig. 6 depicts the model predictive ability measured as the correlation between y and ĝ for GFBLUP : ĝ ¼ĝ f þĝ r À Á . The predictive ability was significantly improved for LMP in the best-performing QTL set model with a p value cut-off of 0.1, showing a 5.6 % increase compared to the standard GBLUP. However, we found no improvement of predictive ability for any GFBLUP model for FE or ADG. Despite the much higher genomic heritability in the training set ( Fig. 6) , none of the single-marker or block set models using equation (M GF ) showed higher predictive ability than the standard GBLUP (Fig. 6 ).
In lieu of the GFBLUP presented in equation (M GF ), an alternative strategy was to use G including all markers as the second component instead of G r . This alternative GFBLUP approach resulted in the same estimates of genomic heritability and predictive ability as the GFBLUP in equation (M GF ) (results not shown). We also tested the method presented by Zhang et al. [6] , in which each marker is weighted according to the number of times its position is reportedly within a QTL. This model showed the same predictive ability as the standard GBLUP (results not shown). Fig. 3 The graphs show the power to detect marker sets that include true causal variants within a simulated phenotype data set comprising 3,000 animals, as a function of dilution through inclusion of non-causal markers in the genomic feature marker set. All panels show the effect of varying h 2 from 0.1 to 0.3. The four panels each correspond to different fractions of the genetic variance being explained by the causal markers in the genomic feature (increasing from 0.1 to 0.5). The causal markers were distributed randomly along the genome Table 1 list the p values for the QTL sets for LMP, FE, and ADG for which at least one p value was <0.1. The QTL sets included in G f in the best-performing GFBLUP for LMP can be grouped into four categories: muscle QTLs, adipose QTL sets, immune system QTLs, and body conformation QTLs.
Discussion
The analysis of both simulated and real data sets showed that GFBLUP approaches have the potential to increase prediction accuracy in the Danish Duroc population. Whether this potential is realised or not depends upon a number of factors which we will discuss in detail below.
Investigating the impact of factors using simulated data sets
We investigated the factors that could affect SNP set-based partitioning of genomic variance (Table 2) , as well as influence the power to detect significant genomic features within a highly structured data set, such as the Danish Duroc population. 
Impact on power to detect marker sets with causal variants
For traits with medium heritability (h 2 = 0.2), we found power ranging from 0.6 to 1 for the detection of marker sets that included causal variants within a sample size comparable to that of the training data set. The changes in power were related to the proportion of genomic variance explained by the causal marker set, when no noncausal markers were included in G f (Fig. 1) . Dilution of the causal marker set by addition of non-causal markers (dilution sets) reduced the power. Causal dilution sets could only be detected in scenarios in which all other factors were tuned to maximise power (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). Such scenarios were characterized by high proportions of the total genomic variance being explained by the causal variants included in the marker set (C 1 ), and large numbers of observations.
In scenarios where h f 2 was 0.1, each causal SNP in C 1 explained the same proportion of the genetic variance as the individual SNPs in C 2 (causal SNPs not included in the marker set). In these scenarios, power was very low when C 1 was diluted by non-causal variants included in the marker set, regardless of the number of observations and heritability (Fig. 3) . Notably, the simulations included all of the true causal variants in the genotype data set, and we were not relying on LD between markers and true causal genetic variants. Thus, the dilution sets were probably a good representation of the real data set compared to the marker sets that only included true causal variants.
Scenarios where h f 2 was >0.1 showed greater power and robustness. This was particularly evident in the cluster causal model where power was over 0.7 for all dilution sets in scenarios with h f 2 = 0.5 and h 2 = 0.20 ( Fig. 1 ). The only parameter for which the estimation deteriorated with increasing h 2 f was the partitioning of genomic variance between the markers included in the genomic feature and the remaining markers for the dilution sets (estimated h f 2 ). At low dilution or low h 2 f , we achieved unbiased estimates of the proportions of genomic variance that could be attributed to the genomic feature (Fig. 4) . However, at high h 2 f , the model overestimated the proportion of genomic variance that was attributed to the genomic feature in dilution sets. This overestimation was positively correlated with the number of non-causal markers included in the marker set.
Impact on predictive ability
In the h 2 = 0.20 simulated data set, the predictive ability of the genome feature model was heavily influenced by dilution and h f 2 ( Fig. 5 ). When the dilution was minimal, the predictive ability of the GFBLUP model (equation (M GF )) was clearly improved compared to that of the standard GBLUP (equation (M G )) in most simulation scenarios. This result indicates that being able to separate the true causal variants from the non-causal variants in the GFBLUP would improve predictions, even in populations with relationship structures as tight as in the Danish Duroc breed. If we want to optimize the GFBLUP approach, it is critical to have enough power to correctly detect regions with causal markers in the training population. The use of data available from sources outside of the training data set could increase the ratio of causal variants to non-causal variants among the markers included in the genomic feature.
Comparing genomic models using real data
Incorporating information about QTL-based genomic features in the prediction model increased prediction ability for LMP compared with the standard GBLUP model. For the two other traits, predictive ability was not improved by use of any GFBLUP approach. Selecting genomic features based on single markers or genomic blocks that showed significant effects in the training population produced GFBLUP models that explained a lot of the variance found in the training population. For many of the tested models, estimates of genomic heritability exceed the heritability in the data set containing all 34,425 boars (including non-genotyped animals), as well as the genomic heritability estimated using the standard GBLUP (Fig. 6 ). However, these models did not show greater prediction ability, suggesting data overfitting. In other words, that some of the significant markers were not actually in linkage disequilibrium, LD, with true causal variants. In contrast, with the QTL set models, genomic heritability estimates were always in the same range as with the standard GBLUP. The main difference between the QTL sets and the two other genomic feature classes (single-marker and block sets) was that the QTL sets included data previously obtained from sources other than the training data, i.e. literature results. This additional information may have decreased the risk of including non-causal genomic regions or markers in G f . Additionally, although the QTL set significance was evaluated based on the same training set as the single-marker and block sets, some QTL sets included several marker blocks that were separated on the genome by substantial distance. This could have resulted in less weight being placed on spurious associations in the QTL sets. Results from the simulation study supported the interpretation that QTL set models included less non-causal genomic regions in G f than the other genomic feature classes. Figure 4 shows that GFBULP models gave unbiased estimations of the proportion of genomic variance explained by G f ðĥ f 2 Þ, provided dilution by non-causal variants was low. If G f included higher proportions of non-causal variants the GFBLUP models attributed too much of the genetic variation to G f . The middle panel of Fig. 6 displays that h f 2 is close to 1 for all the GFBLUP models except the QTL set models, in agreement with what we would expect if G f included a high proportion of markers that were not directly linked to causal variants in addition to markers that were linked to real causative genetic variation.
Our present approach is similar but not identical to the BLUP|GA method used by Zhang et al. [6] . In their study, they improved the accuracy of genomic prediction by weighing each SNP according to how often it has been associated with the investigated trait in the literature. In contrast, we first evaluated the association of all pig QTL sets with the investigated trait in the training population, partitioned the markers accordingly, and then estimated the variance components from the data. When we applied the BLUP|GA method to our dataset, the predictive ability and estimates of h 2 were similar to those found with the standard GBLUP model. Like GFBLUP, different Bayesian methods allow differentiation between markers depending on estimates of their genetic variance. However Bayesian lasso does not perform better than standard GBLUP on a subset of the data used in the current study [12] , in addition Speed and Balding [7] found their Adaptive MultiBLUP model to perform as well or better than Bayesian sparse linear mixed models. Considering the high relatedness of the animals in our data set, the 5.6 % increase in predictive ability compared to the standard GBLUP for LMP is not negligible. The predictive abilities of our models were lower than the previously reported reliabilities for ADG and FE in the same population [13] . This is because, in contrast to Christensen et al. [13] , we left a one-year gap between our training and validation populations. Population structure has two major influences on genomic prediction. First, a normal GBLUP will perform well in populations with strong longrange linkage disequilibrium, although we tried to minimize this issue by leaving one generation between the training and the validation population. This means that the genomic relationship matrix will, at least to some degree, be correlated with any genetic variant that influences the trait that is being predicted [14] . Since the GBLUP model captures a substantial part of the additive genetic variance in highly structured populations, there is less scope for improvement. The second influence of population structure is that high long-range linkage disequilibrium makes it difficult to pinpoint markers that are close to the causal variants. These problems are common to many other genomic feature modelling approaches, including the Adaptive MultiBLUP method proposed by Speed and Balding [7] . They showed that partitioning markers into classes with distinct effect-size variances increased prediction ability for human diseases, but did not improve prediction of traits within a highly structured inbred mouse population.
Comparing results from the three traits revealed more significant QTL sets for LMP (Table 1) , which was also the trait that displayed the highest estimated genomic heritability and predictive ability in all models. Additionally, compared to the two other traits, LMP showed a much lower increase in predictive ability upon inclusion of individuals from 2011 in the validation set (results not shown). There are several possible explanations for the lack of improved predictive ability by QTL set models for ADG and FE. The QTL data may not contain QTL regions that are related to these traits in our populations. However, this is unlikely, since ADG is one of the more intensively studied traits in pigs. A more likely explanation is that the genetic variation in these two traits may have been too low to allow accurate selection of QTL sets with the number of observations in our training population. This interpretation was supported by our re-evaluation of the QTL sets combining the training and validation populations (results not shown). We found that of the five QTL sets that were significant for FE at p < 0.05 (Table 1) , only two were also significant in the new analysis including all individuals. Similarly, for ADG, only one of eight QTL sets was still significant in the new analysis. In contrast, for LMP, of the 11 QTL sets that were significant for LMP (listed in Table 1 ), 7 were significant when all individuals where included in the analysis. A third possibility is that the strong degree of relatedness within the Danish Duroc population [9] may have posed problems in terms of partitioning the genomic variance between G f and G r .
The results from the simulation study show that the main factors determining whether prediction accuracy is increased by GFBLUP, compared to standard GBLUP, is the proportion of genetic variance that can be explained by the markers in G f , and the amount of dilution introduced by adding markers that are not linked to causal variants in G f . These findings suggest that the main explanation for the lack of improvement by the GFBLUP models in prediction ability for ADG and FE is lack of power to distinguish markers linked to causal genetic variation.
QTL sets associated with growth phenotypes
Below, we discuss in greater detail the biology of the QTL sets that were included in G f in the best-performing GFBLUP for LMP.
Muscle QTL sets
Lean meat percentage is a measure of the proportion of the pig's body that comprises muscle tissue; thus, we expected that QTL sets for muscle traits would be among the most significant. The muscle-related QTL sets included in G f of the best-performing GFBLUP included longissimus dorsi muscle thickness, type IIa muscle fibre quantity, skeletal muscle fibre quantity, and type IIb muscle fibre quantity. Within our data set, LMP seemed to be more explained by the QTL sets associated with numbers of fast muscle fibres (type II fibres) than by QTL sets associated with slow muscle fibres (type I muscle fibre quantity; p = 0.16) or fibre size (skeletal muscle fibre size trait; p = 0.67). Some studies find that increased meatiness is mainly influenced by increased fibre size and not number [15] ; however, selection for increased leanness reportedly leads to increased type II muscle fibre proportions but not changes in fibre size [16] .
Adipose QTL sets
The amount of fat deposited during growth can be lowered either by reducing the number of adipocytes or reducing the size of individual fat cells. Two of the included QTL sets were associated with fat traits: white adipocyte size trait, and white adipose amount. In Duroc boars, LMP seemed to be less impacted by the number of adipose cells than by their size (adipocyte quantity; p = 0.26).
Immune system QTL sets
Three QTLs included in G f in the best-performing GFBLUP were tightly associated with immune function: leukocyte quantity, CD4-positive T cell quantity, and blood interleukin-10 amount. Leukocytes (i.e. white blood cells) are immune system cells that increase in quantity as part of the defence against pathogens. Therefore, a high leukocyte quantity is an indicator of infection. CD4-positive T cells are part of the adaptive immune system, and are involved in antibody expression. They also help activate and regulate the other lymphocytes, e.g. via production of the anti-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-10 [17, 18] .
Linkage between LMP and the immune response could occur through several possible mechanisms. Strong activation of the immune system requires energy, and could divert resources that would otherwise be used for growth. High immune system activation can also lead to low protein:lipid ratios [19] . Additionally, the immune system plays an important role in influencing gut microbiota. In mammals, obesity is associated with an abnormal proportion of certain gram-positive bacteria [20] . Genes linked to the immune system are notoriously high in genetic variation due to pathogen-driven negative frequencydependent selection for new alleles [21] . Thus, these genes could explain a significant proportion of the genetic variation purely by chance. Although the mechanism of involvement remains unclear, immune functions are an interesting avenue for research regarding factors affecting production traits.
Body conformation QTL sets
Several of the significant QTL sets were related to body conformation-namely, cannon bone circumference, head mass, testes mass, total foot mass, outer ear area, nipple quantity, vertebra quantity, and thoracic vertebra quantity. These body conformation traits might be indicators of the balance between lean meat and fat in the carcass composition, which is a major determinant of production traits in pigs [22] .
Conclusions
Our present simulation studies demonstrated that the GFBLUP model could have greater predictive ability than the standard GBLUP, provided that enough causal variants were included in the genomic feature to explain >10 % of the genomic variance, and that dilution by non-causal markers was minimal. Addition of results from literature clearly increased predictive ability. In the observed data set, we could increase predictive ability by including QTLrelated data obtained outside of the training data set, but only for the trait with the highest heritability.
Methods
Observed data
Phenotypes for three traits were available from 34,425 pure-bred Duroc boars that were part of the Danish pigbreeding system. All boar testing was conducted at the national test station Bøgildgaard (Pig Research Centre, Danish Agriculture and Food Council, Denmark). The phenotypic records included average daily gain (ADG; g/day) from 30 kg-100 kg body weight, feed efficiency (FE; feed units/kg gain), and lean meat percentage (LMP). At the end of the test period, all boars were weighed and back-fat was measured by ultrasound and used to predict LMP. The pedigree was traced back to 1984, consisted of 419,961 animals, and included 256 unknown parents (base animals).
Genotypes were obtained for 3,085 of the phenotyped animals using either Illumina's Porcine SNP60 BeadChip or Illumina's 8.5 K GGP-Porcine Low Density Bead SNP chip. Genotypes of animals genotyped with the 8.5 K SNP chip were imputed to the SNP60 chip as described by [23] . A total of 33,029 of the 60 K SNPs fulfilled the following editing criteria and were used in our analyses: call rate of SNPs greater than 90 %, minor-allele frequency greater than 0.01, showed Hardy Weinberg expectations (p(χ 1 2 ) > 10 − 7 ), and allocated a chromosomal position on build Sscrofa10.2 [24] . All animal samples had call rates greater than 80 %.
Adjusted phenotypes used in genomic model analyses
The phenotypes used in the genomic model analyses were derived from phenotypic records of growth traits adjusted for relevant environmental factors using the following linear mixed model:
where y is a vector of phenotypic observations; X is a design matrix for the fixed effects (starting weight, year, and section); Z p is a design matrix for the random effect of pen; Z l is a design matrix for the random effect of litter; Z a is a design matrix for the random additive genetic effect of animal (inter-individual variation determined from pedigree information); b is the vector of fixed effects; p, l, and a are vectors of random pen effects, litter effects, and animal effects, respectively; and e represents the residuals. The random effects and residuals were assumed to be independent normally distributed variables described as follows:
, and e~N(0, Iσ e 2 ). The relationship matrix A was constructed using pedigree information. The variance components σ p 2 , σ l 2 , σ a 2 , and σ e 2 were estimated using an average information REML procedure [25] . The adjusted phenotypes used as response variables for genomic model analysis were calculated as the sum of the estimated residuals e and additive genetic effects a. This procedure enabled the use of all available phenotypes to estimate the fixed and random environmental effects, regardless of whether the animal was genotyped.
Statistical analyses using genomic models
We performed analyses using two different genomic models: GBLUP and GFBLUP using prior information on genomic features. These models were compared based on their predictive abilities, the proportion of phenotypic variance explained by genomic effects, and the precision of the estimated genomic parameters. Analyses utilized both observed and simulated phenotypic data.
The GFBLUP model was based on a linear mixed model including two random genomic effects:
where y is the vector of adjusted phenotypes, µ is an overall mean, Z is the design matrix linking observations to genomic values, f is the vector of genomic values captured by genetic markers linked to the genomic feature of interest, r is the vector of genomic values captured by the remaining set of genetic markers, and e is the vector of residuals. The random genetic effects and the residuals were assumed to be independent normally distributed values described as follows:
2 ), and e~N(0, Iσ e 2 ).
The GBLUP model was based on a linear mixed model including only one random genomic effect:
where y is the vector of phenotypic observations, µ is an overall mean, Z is the design matrix linking observations to genomic values, g is the vector of genomic values captured by all genetic markers, and e is the vector of residuals. The random genomic values and the residuals were assumed to be independent normally distributed values described as follows: g~N(0, Gσ g 2 ) and e~N(0, Iσ e 2 ). The additive genomic relationship matrix G was constructed using all genetic markers [2] as follows: G = WW ' /m, where W is the centered and scaled genotype matrix, and m is the total number of markers. Each column vector of W was calculated as follows:
, where p i is the minor allele frequency of the i th genetic marker, and m i is the i th column vector of the allele count matrix M, which contains the genotypes coded as 0, 1, or 2 depending on the number of copies of the minor allele. The G f and G r was constructed similarly using only the genetic marker set defined by the genomic feature and the remaining set of markers, respectively.
Estimation of genomic parameters
The variance components σ̂f 2; σ̂r 2; σ̂g 2; and σ̂e 2 were estimated using an average information REML procedure [25] , as implemented in DMU [26] . For this process, we used the generalized inverse of the genomic relationship matrices. This was necessary because these matrices were not full rank due to centring, as well as in cases where the number of genetic markers was smaller than the number of phenotypic records. From these variance components, inferences on genomic heritability were based on the following ratios: ĥG BLUP 2 ¼ . These ratios quantified the proportions of total genomic variance explained by the genetic markers in the genomic feature, and by the remaining set of genetic markers not part of the genomic feature.
Model statistics for comparing genomic models
The predictive abilities of the models were assessed using bootstrap validations. The training population included 1,814 of the animals born in 1998-2010 and for which we had both phenotypes and genotypes. To ensure a gap of at least one generation from the training population, the validation population comprised 1,271 genotyped boars that were born between 2012 and 2014. We evaluated the models' predictive abilities by calculating the correlation between the observed phenotype y and the total genomic value--which was ĝfor GBLUP, and ĝ¼ ĝf þ ĝr for GFBLUP. This was completed by first randomly sampling 1/5 of the animals in the validation set, and then calculating the correlation between the observed phenotype and the total genomic value. This procedure was repeated 100 times and the predictive ability was defined as the average correlation of 100 bootstrap samples (± standard error).
GBLUP approach for identifying genomic features associated with phenotypes
To identify phenotype-associated genomic features, we used a GBLUP-derived procedure for evaluating the collective action of a set of genetic markers. This approach is based on computing a summary statistic for the set of genetic markers that measures the degree of association between the genetic feature and the phenotypes. This summary statistics can be computed several ways using single-marker effects and test statistics.
Single-marker effects and test statistics
The single-marker effects ŝcan be computed from the predicted genomic effect ĝ [25, 27] as follows:
The variance of the single-marker effects can be calculated with the following equation:
In this expression, Var gð Þ is the variance of the predicted genomic effect [28] , which can be derived from the inverse of the coefficient matrix of the mixed model equations as G − C gg , where C gg corresponds to the genomic effects.
A test statistic for a single genetic marker effect is computed as follows:
where V ar ŝj is the estimate of variance of the j'th element of ŝ, obtained from the j'th element of the diagonal of the (co)variance matrix of the single-marker effects. Under the null hypothesis that ŝj ¼ 0 , it is assumed that t ŝj follows a t distribution with df e residual degrees of freedom [29] . The residual degrees of freedom df e is computed as tr(I-H), which is equivalent to n-tr(H) where n is the total number of phenotypic observations and tr(H) represents the degrees of freedom occupied by the penalised fit (e.g. the linear mixed model fit). The hat matrix H transforms y into ŷ [30] . Although the individual p values calculated using this method differ from those obtained via traditional methods, the ranking of the p values will be the same.
Summary statistic for a genomic feature derived from single-marker statistics
For each genomic feature, we constructed an appropriate summary statistic that measured the degree of association between the marker set and the phenotypes. We considered two different summary statistics. The first summary statistic was based on counting the genetic markers in the feature that were associated with the trait phenotype, as follows:
where m f is the number of markers in the feature, t i is the i'th single-marker test statistic (e.g. t-statistic), t 0 is an arbitrarily chosen threshold for the single-marker test statistics, and I is an indicator function that has a value of 1 if t i > t 0 . However, no matter how the threshold is selected for determining "significant associations," it is somewhat arbitrary, and genetic markers with slightly differing test statistics may be treated completely differently. By design, this test has high power to detect association if the genomic feature harbours genetic markers with large effects, but it will not detect a genomic feature with many genetic markers having small to moderate effects [31] . In such a case, it would be more powerful to use a summary statistic, such as the mean or sum of the test statistic for all genetic markers belonging to the same genomic feature. Thus, we also utilized a second summary statistic based on summing the single genetic marker test statistics in the feature, as follows:
where t i represents the i'th single variant test statistics, e.g. marker effects or t-statistics.
Testing for association between a genomic feature and a phenotype A genomic feature was considered significant if the associated summary statistics were more extreme than the cut-off set based on an empirical distribution of random marker sets of same size as the genomic feature. This was tested using a competitive null hypothesis, i.e. that the degree of association of the feature set was the same as that of a random marker set [32] . To this end, we obtained an empirical distribution of the test statistic by sampling random marker sets. A null hypothesis is only competitive if the parameters influencing the summary statistic are identical to the alternative hypothesis. Thus, there must be an equal number of markers for the random set and the true set, and the correlation structure among markers (due to linkage disequilibrium) should be retained. The empirical distribution of the summary statistics was obtained using the following permutation procedure. First, the observed test statistic was ordered accordingly to the physical position of the SNPs, and an element (i.e. one test statistic) was randomly selected from this vector. All elements were then shifted to new positions-such that the selected one became the first element, with the remaining SNPs shifted to new positions, but maintaining the original order. A new summary statistic was then computed based on the original position of the genomic features. This uncouples any associations between SNPs and the genomic feature, while retaining the correlation structure among test statistics. The permutation was repeated 1,000 times for each set in the feature class, and empirical p values were obtained through one-tailed tests of the proportion of randomly sampled summary statistics larger than that observed.
Genomic feature classes
Several strategies were used to define genetic marker sets that formed different classes of genomic features used in GBLUP and GFBLUP model analyses.
First, genomic features were derived from singlemarker association test statistics (single-marker sets). A standard t-test was used to assess the single-marker statistical significance of the regression effect for individual SNPs. When an SNP was determined to be significantly associated with the genomic value based on a prespecified significance cut-off level, the corresponding genome regions were then considered to define a "genomic feature." These steps were repeated with decreasing significance cut-offs, thereby increasing the genomic region of the feature (SNP set).
Second, including or excluding SNPs from a genomic feature based on single-marker association tests can result in over-fitting of the data [33] . To ameliorate this risk, we created block sets of 50 markers that were physical adjacent on the genome, and we tested the associations of these marker sets with the trait using the above-described summary statistics. The significance of the association between the marker sets and the trait was determined using a pre-defined set of cut-off levels.
Marker sets with p values below the cut-off were included in the genomic feature set.
Third, to assess the benefit of including prior data in GFBLUP models, we derived genomic features from the summary statistics of a group of genetic markers defined by a previously identified QTL region (a QTL set). The QTLs recorded in the Pig QTL database [11] are organized based on trait ontology, and we used the 167 traits listed in the Vertebrate Trait Ontology column. A trait can have multiple associated QTLs originating from several sources. We utilized the QTLs comprising the QTL set for the selected trait. The markers of our data set were grouped according to the genomic locations of QTL sets for the 167 trait categories downloaded from the database. The genomic region spanned by each individual QTL was standardized to 250 kb on each side of the QTL midpoint. Only QTL sets spanning >2 SNPs were used in the analysis. A marker set containing the SNPs that was not included in any of the QTL sets and a set containing all markers was added to this genomic feature class, resulting in a total of 169 tested marker sets. The number of SNPs in each QTL set is shown in Additional file 2.
Simulated data
We also established a series of simulation studies to investigate factors influencing the power to detect genomic features affecting the trait phenotype, estimation of genomic parameters, and prediction ability of the two tested linear mixed models. We used the method described in [34] pp. 98. The genetic values and residuals were simulated in R using the function mvrnorm from the library MASS [35] . The factors varied in the simulations included genomic heritability (h 2 ), proportion of genomic variance explained by causal SNPs in the genomic feature (h f 2 ), proportion of non-causal SNPs in the genetic marker set defined by the genomic feature (dilution), genome distribution of causal SNPs (causal model) (i.e. how the causal SNPs were physically distributed on the genome: random or clustered), and the number of phenotypic observations available for analysis (N obs ).
Genotypes
The simulations were based on the real genotype data set including 3,085 individuals and 33,029 SNPs. In all scenarios, the number of causal SNPs was equal to 1,000. Causal sets were divided into two subsets. The first subset C 1 included 100 SNPs and was used as the causal SNP set in the genomic feature that explains 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, or 50 % of the genomic variance. The second subset C 2 included 900 SNPs and explained the remaining genomic variance. To mimic relevant genetic scenarios, the genome distribution of the causal SNPs in the genomic feature was simulated using two different causal models: a random and a cluster model. The cluster model illustrated causal SNPs among connected genes in QTL regions. On the other hand, the random model provides an example of a trait with causal variants distributed in genes, which are linked to many different processes such that the pattern seems random. For the clustered causal model, the 100 causal SNPs in C 1 were chosen from 20 randomly selected genomic regions spanning 50 SNPs each, and the remaining 900 SNPs in C 2 were randomly selected from the complete SNP set. For the random causal model, the SNPs in C 1 and C 2 were randomly selected from the complete SNP set. To investigate the effects of non-causal SNPs within the causal sets, we added an increasing number of noncausal SNPs (100, 200, …, 1,900, 2,000), to the causal sets, in a process referred to as dilution. To determine the false-positive rate, 50 marker sets (referred to as a non-causal SNP set) of varying sizes (100, 500, 1,000, and 5,000) were sampled among the non-causal SNPs.
Phenotypes
Phenotypes were simulated using the following linear model: y = g 1 + g 2 + e, where g 1~N (0, G 1 * σ g1
2 ), g 2~N (0, G 2 * σ g2
2 ), and e~N(0, I * σ e 2 ). G 1 and G 2 are the genomic relationship matrices for causal SNPs in C 1 and C 2 , respectively. The total phenotypic variance σ P 2 = σ g1 2 + σ g2 2 + σ e 2 was 100 in all scenarios. We simulated data under additive genomic heritabilities h 2 ¼ Table 2 presents an overview of the factors included in the simulation. The simulated data were analysed using the above-described linear mixed models, permutation, and cross validation procedures.
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